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To identify genes that are regulated by cis-acting functional elements in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) we
determined the allele-specific expression (ASE) levels of 2529 genes by genotyping a genome-wide panel of single
nucleotide polymorphisms in RNA and DNA from bone marrow and blood samples of 197 children with ALL. Using
a reproducible, quantitative genotyping method and stringent criteria for scoring ASE, we found that 16% of the
analyzed genes display ASE in multiple ALL cell samples. For most of the genes, the level of ASE varied largely
between the samples, from 1.4-fold overexpression of one allele to apparent monoallelic expression. For genes
exhibiting ASE, 55% displayed bidirectional ASE in which overexpression of either of the two SNP alleles occurred.
For bidirectional ASE we also observed overall higher levels of ASE and correlation with the methylation level of
these sites. Our results demonstrate that CpG site methylation is one of the factors that regulates gene expression in
ALL cells.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a malignant disease origi-
nating from disturbed development of blood progenitor cells
that are committed to differentiate in the B-cell or T-cell path-
way. ALL can be subdivided into cytogenetically distinct sub-
types including B-cell progenitor leukemias with chromosomal
translocations t(12;21), t(1;19), and t(9;22), rearrangements on
chromosome 11q23, and hyperdiploid and hypodiploid karyo-
types (Greaves and Wiemels 2003). These chromosomal aberra-
tions are considered to be important in the initiation of leuke-
mia, but most likely other genetic factors are also required to
induce acute leukemia (Pui et al. 2008). Although additional mu-
tations have been identified in some ALL cases (Weng et al. 2004;
Mullighan et al. 2007), the complete spectrum of specific genes
and their functional variants that lead to ALL remain to be elu-
cidated. The challenge now is to identify and understand how
genetic variation at higher resolution than the chromosomal ab-
errations affects the functions of molecular pathways that alter
proliferation, differentiation, and survival of lymphocyte pro-
genitor cells, leading to their conversion into leukemia.

During the past decade a large number of genome-wide gene

expression studies using microarray-based methods have identi-
fied genes that allow classification of ALL subtypes or might be of
predictive value for the outcome of treatment of ALL patients
(Willenbrock et al. 2004; Cheok and Evans 2006; Flotho et al.
2007). However, they have not been able to identify the specific
functional elements that regulate the expression of individual
genes in ALL, which is important for the understanding of the
inherited and epigenetic changes that result in ALL.

The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project has
documented that the expression of protein-coding genes is regu-
lated by both inherited genetic and epigenetic mechanisms (In-
ternational Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004; The
ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). Recent genome-wide asso-
ciation studies using single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers predict that the expression of a large proportion of hu-
man genes is regulated by cis-acting regulatory SNPs located out-
side protein-coding regions of genes (Dixon et al. 2007; Goring et
al. 2007; Stranger et al. 2007; Emilsson et al. 2008). At the same
time, the Human Epigenome Project (HEP) is working toward the
identification of DNA methylation that regulates the expression
of human genes in multiple tissues on a genome-wide scale (Eck-
hardt et al. 2006).

Determination of the allele-specific expression (ASE) levels
of genes by quantitative genotyping of heterozygous SNPs on the
RNA level, using genomic DNA as reference (Pastinen and Hud-
son 2004) can be used as a guide for identifying cis-acting genetic
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and epigenetic variation that regulate
gene expression. In the ASE approach
the relative expression levels of the two
alleles of a gene are measured in the
same sample, and therefore environ-
mental or trans-acting regulatory factors
that might affect the expression levels of
the genes are controlled for (Bray et al.
2003; Pastinen et al. 2003; Pastinen et al.
2005; Mahr et al. 2006; Serre et al. 2008).
Many studies on ASE have been per-
formed in immortalized lymphoblastoid
cell lines from the Center d’Etude du Poly-
morphisme Humain collection (CEPH)
(Pastinen et al. 2003; Pastinen et al.
2005; Gimelbrant et al. 2007; Pollard et
al. 2008; Serre et al. 2008), and ASE has
also been detected in cultured cancer cell
lines (Milani et al. 2007; Serre et al. 2008).

Methylation of CpG dinucleotides
in the proximity of the transcription
start site frequently silences gene expres-
sion. It is also recognized that hyper-
methylation of tumor suppressor genes,
as well as hypomethylation of onco-
genes may lead to various forms of can-
cer (Jones and Baylin 2007). Aberrant
methylation of CpG sites in the promoter regions of genes has
been identified in leukemic cell lines or primary ALL cells, and
correlated with the expression of individual genes, but such stud-
ies have been hampered by a limited representation of the stud-
ied genomic regions and/or by a small number of cell samples
included in the analysis (Taylor et al. 2007; Figueroa et al. 2008;
Kuang et al. 2008). Although smaller studies have clearly shown
that DNA methylation in promoter regions affects the expression
of individual genes (Eckhardt et al. 2006; Kerkel et al. 2008),
comprehensive studies of DNA methylation and its effect on
gene expression are lagging behind reports on cis-acting regula-
tory SNPs.

To identify genes that are regulated by cis-acting functional
elements in ALL we performed a genome-wide survey of ASE of
8000 genes in 197 bone marrow and peripheral blood samples
from children diagnosed with ALL in the five Nordic countries.
We also determined the methylation levels of 1306 CpG sites
located in the promoter regions of 400 genes that displayed ASE
and correlated the methylation levels at the CpG sites with ASE
of these genes.

Results
Detection of ASE in leukemic cells

To identify genes that display differential expressions of the two
alleles in leukemic cells, we screened 8000 genes distributed over
all human autosomes and the X chromosome in bone marrow or
peripheral blood cells of 197 children with ALL. The samples
were collected at the time of ALL diagnosis. According to micro-
scopic analysis all samples included in the study contained >90%
leukemic cells. We used the Infinium I assay and HumanNS-12
Genotyping BeadChip to genotype 13,917 SNPs in RNA and DNA
extracted from the cells to detect ASE. The NS-12 BeadChips assay
genes with a good coverage of the human genome, with 80% of
the SNPs located in annotated exons or untranslated regions of

mRNA. To be informative for the detection of ASE, a SNP has to
be heterozygous in DNA, and expressed at a detectable level in
RNA. Of the SNPs included on the BeadChip, 3531 SNPs (32%)
distributed over 2529 genes were informative in the 197 samples
genotyped in our study (Fig. 1).

To detect ASE we measured the average fluorescence signals
from the two SNP alleles (A1 and A2) in triplicate RNA and DNA
samples and determined the allele fraction [A1/(A1 + A2)] for
each SNP by dividing the mean fluorescence signal from one
allele (A1) by the sum of the fluorescence signals of both alleles
(A1 + A2). The Infinium I assay performed robustly in the geno-
typing, as evidenced by an excellent correlation of >0.99 between
the allele fraction determined in replicate RNA and DNA samples
from each individual (Fig. 2A,B). We then compared the allele
fraction [A1/(A1 + A2)] in RNA with the corresponding allele
fraction in genomic DNA from the same sample, using a strin-
gent significance threshold of P < 0.001 for the difference be-
tween the allele fractions for a SNP in RNA and DNA for scoring
ASE in each individual sample (Fig. 2C). We also required that
ASE was observed in at least eight samples. (See Supplemental Fig.
1 for examples of genotype scatter plots for three SNPs with dif-
ferent patterns of ASE.) To obtain a quantitative measure for the
differential allelic expression we subtracted the allele fractions
[A1/(A1 + A2)] determined in DNA from that in RNA and refer to
this difference as the ASE level. The high median correlation
(0.98) between the ASE level determined using SNPs located in
the same exon of a gene provided additional evidence for the
robust performance of quantitative genotyping by the Infinium I
assay (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig. 2). We also validated the ASE
levels determined by the NS-12 BeadChips by quantitative Sanger
sequencing of nine genes, and observed a high correlation (0.86)
between these two independent methods (Supplemental Fig. 3).

For comparison, we determined the differential allelic ex-
pression by calculating the ratio between average fluorescence
signal intensities measured for the two alleles of a SNP (A1/A2),

Figure 1. Genome-wide distribution of 8000 genes included on the NS-12 BeadChips (gray), 2529
genes, which contained heterozygous SNPs and were expressed in the ALL cell samples included in the
study (blue), and 400 genes for which we detected allele-specific gene expression (red). The chromo-
some numbers are given on the x-axis and the chromosomal positions (Mb) on the y-axis.
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and normalized this allele ratio in RNA by dividing it with the
allele ratio in DNA for the same SNP in the same sample. Figure
3 shows the correlation between ASE determined according to
the difference in allele fraction between RNA and DNA and ac-
cording to the normalized allele ratio in RNA for all informative
SNPs. Particularly for SNPs with a large overexpression of one of
the alleles, the allele fraction showed lower variability between
replicates and was less affected by differences in expression levels
between the genes than the allele ratio. The ASE level based on
the allele fraction provided better resolution for scoring ASE than
the normalized fold-expression level of one allele and was there-
fore applied as a measure for differential allelic expression
throughout the study.

We detected ASE for 470 SNPs located in 400 genes, which
corresponds to 16% of the genes with informative SNPs on the

NS-12 BeadChips. The genes that displayed ASE contained 1–12
SNPs per gene (average 1.4). As can be seen in Figure 1, the genes
that are subject to ASE are evenly distributed across the autoso-
mal chromosomes, indicating that ASE is a common phenom-
enon also in primary ALL cells. The higher density of SNPs in the
MHC region on chromosome 6 and on chromosome 19 is re-
flected by a larger number of genes with ASE in these regions.
According to KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes)
pathway analysis, genes involved in cell communication, extra-
cellular matrix receptor interactions, �-alanine metabolism, an-
tigen processing and presentation, cell adhesion and type 1 dia-
betes mellitus were significantly overrepresented among the
genes for which we detected ASE (Supplemental Table 1).

Table 1 shows a list of the 50 genes for which we observed
ASE in the largest proportion of the samples with informative
SNPs and of the 50 genes that exhibited the highest ASE levels,
and Supplemental Table 2 provides the complete list of the 400
genes for which we detected ASE. The ASE levels calculated ac-
cording to allele fractions in RNA and DNA varied among the
genes and among the samples from 0.09 to 0.58. These ASE val-
ues correspond to 1.4- to >14-fold overexpression of one of the
alleles (Fig. 3). For as many as 222 of the genes we observed
monoallelic expression according to an allele fraction in RNA
that was indistinguishable from that in a DNA sample with a
homozygous genotype in at least one sample. For 67 of the genes
we observed monoallelic expression in five or more samples. Ex-
pectedly, all heterozygous SNPs with ASE on the X chromosome
indicate monoallelic expression.

Interestingly, the same allele was overexpressed in all
samples for about 45% of the genes, while for 55% of the genes
the overexpressed allele differed between samples. As can be seen
in Figure 4A, there is a substantial overrepresentation of genes
with large ASE levels among the genes with bidirectional ASE
(P = 1.4 � 10�12; Fisher’s exact test). This result suggests that
randomly occurring epigenetic alterations rather than cis-acting
inherited genetic variants might regulate the expression of genes
with bidirectional ASE.

Figure 3. Correlation between ASE determined using allele fractions
and normalized allele ratios. The ASE levels determined according to the
difference in allele fraction [A1/(A1 + A2)] between SNPs in RNA and
DNA are shown on the x-axis. The fold overexpression of one allele ac-
cording to the allele ratios (A1/A2) for SNPs in RNA normalized against
the allele ratio for SNPs in DNA are shown on the y-axis. Mean values
from triplicate assays of 3531 informative SNPs in 197 ALL samples are
shown (∼700,000 data points).

Figure 2. Genotyping by the NS-12 BeadChips to detect allele-specific
gene expression. (A) Correlation between the allele fractions determined
in replicate DNA samples for 3531 expressed SNPs in one ALL sample.
The median correlation between the allele fraction obtained in replicate
assays in all 197 samples was 0.9969 (range 0.9934–0.9986). (B) Corre-
lation between the allele fractions determined by genotyping the same
3531 SNPs in replicate RNA samples from the same sample as in A. The
median correlation between the allele fraction obtained in replicate as-
says in all 197 samples was 0.9956 (range 0.9779–0.9984). (C) Average
allele fractions from triplicate assays of 3531 SNPs in RNA and DNA from
the same sample as above. The red dots represent the allele fraction in
RNA for SNPs that display allele-specific expression, i.e., SNPs that are
heterozygous in DNA and show a significant difference (P < 0.001) in the
mean allele fraction between RNA and DNA from the same cell sample as
in A and B. (D) Pairwise correlation between allele-specific expression
(ASE) levels determined using pairs of informative SNPs located in the
same exon of 16 different genes. The ASE level for each SNP is given as
the average difference in allele fraction between triplicate DNA and trip-
licate RNA samples. Shown are the results from 16 genes, of which 11
genes had two SNPs in the same exon, two genes had three SNPs in the
same exon, and three genes had more than three SNPs in the same exon
and were heterozygous in 9–112 samples, totaling 1658 observations.
The pairwise correlation between ASE-levels determined with these SNPs
ranged from 0.68 to 0.99 (median 0.98), with the exception of three
SNPs in the FPR1 gene, between which there was an obvious inverse
correlation between the ASE levels in a subset of the samples. As can be
seen in Supplemental Figure 2 these SNPs are located outside the main
linkage disequilibrium (LD) block of the FPR1 gene.
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Effect of CpG methylation
on allele-specific gene expression

To investigate the correlation between DNA
methylation and ASE, we searched for dif-
ferential methylation of CpG sites in the
promoters and first introns of the genes for
which we had observed ASE. Two to 10 CpG
sites per gene (average 3.7) were included in
a panel of 1536 CpG sites for methylation
analysis, with a preference for the genes
with high ASE levels or apparent monoalle-
lic expression. The methylation levels at
these CpG sites were determined by the
GoldenGate methylation assay in the same
197 samples from ALL patients that were
analyzed for detection of ASE. This assay
provides a quantitative measure of the
methylation levels (beta-value) for each
analyzed CpG site, with beta-values ranging
from 0 to 1.0, corresponding to no methyl-
ation on either allele to complete methyla-
tion of both alleles.

We found that most of the analyzed
CpG sites (72%) showed little variability,
with consistent low (average beta-
value < 0.25) or high methylation levels
(average beta-value > 0.75) in all samples. A
general observation was that CpG sites in
CpG islands, i.e., regions of at least 200 bp
in size with increased GC content and at
CpG sites located within 800 bp regions up-
stream of the transcription start site of a
gene displayed low levels of methylation
(Supplemental Fig. 3). About one-fourth of
the analyzed CpG sites located in 96 genes
displayed variation in the methylation lev-
els with a standard deviation >0.20 for the
beta-values across samples. These differen-
tially methylated CpG sites are most infor-
mative for the identification of a quantita-
tive correlation between methylation of
CpG sites and allele-specific gene expres-
sion. Because we had observed larger ASE
levels in genes with bidirectional ASE (Fig.
4A), we first tested for differences in vari-
ability of CpG site methylation between
genes that exhibit one-directional and
genes that exhibit bidirectional ASE. Com-
parison of the variation in CpG site meth-
ylation between these two groups of genes
showed that the genes with bidirectional
ASE displayed a significantly larger variabil-
ity in methylation of CpG sites than those
with one-directional ASE (P = 2.2 � 10�5;
Fisher’s exact test) (Fig. 4B). This finding is
consistent with random methylation of the
two alleles of a gene, and suggests that
methylation has a strong effect on regula-
tion of gene expression.

Next, we tested for a correlation be-
tween ASE levels and variability in CpG site

Table 1. Top 50 genes with ASE in largest proportion of samples and highest mean ASE
level across samples

Genea Chromosome
Het
(N)b

ASE
(%)c

ASE
leveld ASE rangee

ASE in largest proportion of samples
ZMAT1 X 12 100 0.34 [0.49; �0.35]
ATRX X 27 96 0.37 [0.46; �0.5]
MAP7D3 X 33 94 0.40 [0.33; �0.54]
SLC25A43 X 42 93 0.38 [0.46; �0.45]
OAS1 12 81 93 0.36 [�0.22; �0.51]
LGALS8 1 13 92 0.30 [�0.23; �0.34]
IRAK1 X 21 90 0.37 [0.41; �0.52]
TMEM187 X 26 88 0.34 [0.39; �0.46]
XIAP X 22 86 0.36 [0.46; �0.41]
DDR1 6 54 85 0.30 [0.46; 0.13]
TBC1D25 X 27 85 0.31 [0.37; �0.41]
DPM2 9 51 84 0.24 [0.31; 0.17]
XRRA1 11 84 82 0.20 [�0.11; �0.3]
C1GALT1C1 X 21 81 0.28 [0.21; �0.53]
CNTROB 17 104 81 0.23 [�0.12; �0.39]
FLVCR1 1 115 80 0.22 [0.3; 0.14]
EPS15 1 77 79 0.21 [�0.15; �0.29]
SLC7A3 X 14 79 0.37 [0.36; �0.54]
PDE4DIP 1 75 76 0.25 [0.46; �0.14]
SPATA20 17 86 74 0.26 [�0.12; �0.47]
ATMIN 16 34 74 0.20 [�0.14; �0.27]
MTL5 11 52 71 0.22 [�0.12; �0.36]
LOC170082f X 41 71 0.29 [0.35; �0.54]
CLTCL1 22 27 70 0.24 [�0.1; �0.33]
ZNF597 16 16 69 0.31 [0.32; �0.4]
ATP7A X 23 65 0.30 [0.46; �0.23]
DNAJC15 13 66 65 0.29 [0.45; 0.13]
DNLZ 9 22 64 0.19 [0.25; 0.12]
FXYD2 11 87 63 0.33 [0.51; �0.3]
TNXB 6 29 62 0.25 [0.37; 0.16]
HLA-DQA1 6 73 62 0.27 [�0.13; �0.55]
GSTM3 1 77 60 0.26 [0.4; �0.3]
BDH2 4 51 59 0.20 [�0.11; �0.44]
C10orf33 10 94 59 0.25 [0.4; �0.43]
BPI 20 19 58 0.26 [�0.15; �0.36]
ATP6V1C2 2 88 57 0.19 [0.27; 0.13]
ITIH4 3 66 56 0.19 [0.29; 0.14]
ARSA 22 45 56 0.31 [0.4; �0.39]
FLJ10769f 13 38 55 0.28 [0.32; �0.5]
IFI44L 1 80 55 0.22 [�0.14; �0.42]
EVPL 17 22 55 0.24 [0.33; �0.41]
CNDP2 18 62 52 0.19 [0.26; 0.14]
THUMPD3 3 64 52 0.16 [0.2; 0.13]
GJA10 1 88 51 0.20 [0.31; 0.12]
BTN3A3 6 53 51 0.16 [0.2; 0.12]
TMEM2 9 30 50 0.21 [0.35; �0.21]
FAM24B 10 96 49 0.33 [0.47; �0.48]
ACCS 11 87 48 0.30 [0.49; �0.43]
FGL2 7 46 48 0.24 [0.34; 0.13]
HLA-DPB1 6 86 48 0.18 [0.35; 0.12]

Highest mean ASE level across samples
PRDM9 5 86 19 0.44 [0.44; �0.53]
MAP7D3 X 33 94 0.40 [0.33; �0.54]
PLEKHG4B 5 40 20 0.39 [0.26; �0.5]
SLC25A43 X 42 93 0.38 [0.46; �0.45]
FAT 4 60 12 0.38 [0.46; �0.47]
ATRX X 27 96 0.37 [0.46; �0.5]
IRAK1 X 21 90 0.37 [0.41; �0.52]
SLC7A3 X 14 79 0.37 [0.36; �0.54]
ZNF462 9 41 37 0.37 [0.51; �0.51]
LPCAT2 16 90 16 0.37 [0.46; �0.53]
OAS1 12 81 93 0.36 [�0.22; �0.51]
XIAP X 22 86 0.36 [0.46; �0.41]
TSPAN16 19 72 38 0.36 [0.15; �0.47]
NKAIN4 20 89 36 0.35 [0.47; �0.2]
ZNF502 3 94 29 0.35 [0.32; �0.44]
ZNF667 19 100 12 0.35 [0.42; �0.43]

(continued)
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methylation for 312 genes with differentially methylated CpG
sites. We compared the ASE levels between the group of samples
containing CpG sites that displayed intermediate (0.25–0.75)
methylation levels, where variability in CpG site methylation
could cause ASE and the group of samples that contained CpG
sites with high (>0.75) or low (<0.25) levels of methylation, for
which CpG site methylation is not expected to result in ASE.
Figure 5 shows three examples of genes with a significant corre-
lation between variability in CpG site methylation and ASE level.
For 50 of the CpG sites located in regulatory regions of 35 genes
we observed significantly higher ASE levels for the group of genes
with variability in CpG site methylation with permuted P-values
<0.05 and median ASE difference >0.1 (Table 2). The permuted
P-values for the correlation between variability in CpG site meth-
ylation and ASE for all CpG sites are provided in Supplemental
Table 4.

For 282 genes with differentially methylated CpG sites, we
tested for a quantitative correlation between the ASE level and
the beta-value for CpG site methylation in individual samples
with informative SNPs. When data for more than one SNP and/or

CpG site were available for a gene, we used
the most variable ASE- and beta-values to
minimize the number of tests performed.
This analysis identified 24 genes with a sug-
gestive quantitative correlation (Pearson’s
R > 0.4 and P < 0.05) between the ASE level
and CpG site methylation (Table 3). Twelve
out of the 35 genes with a significant differ-
ence in ASE-levels between the groups of
samples with CpG sites that displayed vari-
ability in methylation levels and high or
low methylation levels shown in Table 2
also showed a correlation between ASE-level
and CpG site methylation in individual
samples. A clear correlation (Pearson’s
R = 0.7) is exemplified by the data for
FAM24B in Figure 6. The methylation levels
for FAM24B range from 0 to 1.0 and the
ASE-levels range from 0 to 0.5. The shape of
the regression curve for the ASE-level as a
function of the methylation level, which
has a maximum at a beta-value of 0.59, is
consistent with increased methylation of
one allele until complete methylation. As
the methylation levels increase further to
above 0.59, the ASE-levels decrease, which
is consistent with increased methylation of
the other allele of FAM24B. Thus we have
demonstrated a correlation between ASE
and CpG site methylation using three dif-
ferent approaches.

Discussion

The study presented here is the first system-
atic survey of ASE in primary cancer cells,
and it is, to our knowledge, the largest sur-
vey of ASE carried out to date, with respect
to number of samples and number of genes
included. We determined the ASE-levels of
2529 genes in 197 lymphoblast samples col-

lected from children with newly diagnosed ALL prior to therapy.
Because ALL cells are characterized by chromosomal aberrations
(Pui et al. 2008), of which those that alter gene copy numbers
could cause genotyping errors on the level of DNA and affect
gene expression levels, we designed our study to avoid this prob-
lem. In the 165 pre-B ALL samples included in our study most of
the known chromosomal aberrations have been found to occur
in only a minority of the samples (Forestier and Schmiegelow
2006). Based on cytogenetic information of the ALL samples and
the chromosomal distribution of our observations of ASE we es-
timate that less than 10% of our ASE observations originate from
a duplicated or amplified chromosome. In our study we made
over 8000 observations of ASE, and for each chromosome, the
number of ASE observations from chromosomes with a normal
copy number was substantially larger than that from a duplicated
or amplified chromosome. To avoid possible detection of indi-
vidual genes with ASE due to rare copy-number alterations in the
ALL cells, we scored ASE only for genes where we detected ASE in
eight or more samples. Moreover, by requiring statistical signifi-
cance for the difference between the allele fraction measured in

Table 1. Continued

Genea Chromosome
Het
(N)b

ASE
(%)c

ASE
leveld ASE rangee

ZMAT1 X 12 100 0.34 [0.49; �0.35]
TMEM187 X 26 88 0.34 [0.39; �0.46]
FXYD2 11 87 63 0.33 [0.51; �0.3]
FAM24B 10 96 49 0.33 [0.47; �0.48]
STXBP5 6 93 10 0.33 [0.41; �0.46]
MYO18B 22 91 37 0.32 [0.5; �0.43]
MYO3A 10 89 11 0.32 [0.34; �0.49]
DSC3 18 99 9 0.32 [0.45; 0.17]
TBC1D25 X 27 85 0.31 [0.37; �0.41]
ZNF597 16 16 69 0.31 [0.32; �0.4]
ARSA 22 45 56 0.31 [0.4; �0.39]
PAX8 2 102 40 0.31 [0.42; �0.51]
TACC2 10 37 32 0.31 [0.35; �0.43]
LGALS8 1 13 92 0.30 [�0.23; �0.34]
DDR1 6 54 85 0.30 [0.46; 0.13]
ATP7A X 23 65 0.30 [0.46; �0.23]
ACCS 11 87 48 0.30 [0.49; �0.43]
PON2 7 73 22 0.30 [0.38; �0.47]
CDH11 16 97 20 0.30 [0.41; �0.53]
WDR35 2 100 15 0.30 [0.5; �0.34]
NRXN3 14 74 12 0.30 [0.46; �0.36]
LOC170082f X 41 71 0.29 [0.35; �0.54]
DNAJC15 13 66 65 0.29 [0.45; 0.13]
MUC4 3 60 28 0.29 [�0.11; �0.41]
BMP4 14 93 25 0.29 [0.36; �0.55]
FBLN2 3 80 13 0.29 [0.24; �0.54]
ROR1 1 89 10 0.29 [0.35; �0.45]
L3MBTL3 6 81 10 0.29 [0.48; �0.36]
C1GALT1C1 X 21 81 0.28 [0.21; �0.53]
FLJ1076f 13 38 55 0.28 [0.32; �0.5]
GATM 15 90 47 0.28 [0.5; �0.24]
SH3PXD2A 10 36 44 0.28 [0.45; �0.42]
NID2 14 68 37 0.28 [0.45; 0.15]
APOL4 22 84 30 0.28 [0.34; �0.44]

aGene symbol according to HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) (http://www.
genenames.org/).
bNumber of samples with heterozygous genotypes for the SNP analyzed.
cProportion of heterozygous samples with allele-specific expression.
dAbsolute value of mean ASE across individuals with ASE, calculated as the difference in allele
fraction between RNA and DNA.
eRange of ASE across the samples, + indicates overexpression of allele 1 and � indicates overex-
pression of allele 2.
fGenes for which HGNC symbols were not available.
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DNA and RNA from each individual sample, we circumvented
gene dosage effects caused by the expression of several gene cop-
ies in hyperdiploid cells or amplified genomic regions. Owing to
this study design, possible confounding effects of chromosomal
amplifications or other unknown genomic copy-number varia-
tions on the overall ASE data presented in our study would re-
main minor. Thus we were able to use ASE to identify genes with
true cis-acting regulatory elements that affect gene expression in
ALL. By applying stringent criteria for scoring ASE, we found that
16% of the genes with informative heterozygous SNPs displayed
ASE in our collection of ALL cells.

For genotyping we used the HumanNS-12 BeadChips which
are based on the Infinium I assay, which avoids PCR-
amplification for sample treatment and uses robust allele-specific
primer extension of biotinylated dNTPs for discrimination of the
two SNP alleles (Gunderson et al. 2005). Both alleles of each SNP
are scored with an identical PCR-free single-color detection pro-
cedure, which reduces variation in the
fluorescence signals between the two
SNP alleles, and hence distortion of the
allele ratios depending on the amount of
target nucleic acid subjected to genotyp-
ing. This is a particularly important ad-
vantage for quantitative genotyping of
allele-specific RNA transcripts, which are
expressed at different levels in the cells.
Using the Infinuim I assay we were able
to detect and quantify ASE over a wide
range, from 1.4-fold to about 14-fold
overexpression of one allele in each in-
dividual sample. Our quantitative data
on ASE contrast the qualitative data on
ASE presented in previous studies that
have used PCR for sample preparation
and microarray-based hybridization
with allele-specific oligonucleotide
(ASO) probes for genotyping (Pant et al.

2006; Gimelbrant et al. 2007; Bjornsson
et al. 2008), although ASE was scored
semi-quantitatively as 2-, 4-, and 10-fold
overexpression of one allele using the
same procedure in a recent study (Pol-
lard et al. 2008). Presumably, amplifica-
tion biases between the alleles expressed
at different levels caused by PCR and ex-
perimental noise from the hybridization
arrays prohibit quantification of ASE. A
recent study used the GoldenGate assay,
which like the Infinium I assay, is based
on allele-specific primer extension, but
employs a two-color PCR-based detec-
tion procedure for detection of ASE
(Serre et al. 2008). In this study 1.5-fold
ASE was detectable in groups of samples,
but not in individual samples.

The large number of samples ana-
lyzed in our study in combination with
accurate and highly reproducible quan-
titative SNP genotyping using the Hu-
manNS-12 BeadChips, which contain a
representative set of human genes, al-
lowed us to detect several interesting fea-

tures of allele-specific gene expression in the ALL cells. We found
that for 55% of the genes, including 12 genes on the X chromo-
some, the ASE was bidirectional with either of the SNP alleles as
the overexpressed one. We detected a substantially larger propor-
tion of genes with bidirectional ASE in primary lymphoblasts
from ALL patients than a recent study on cultured lymphoblast
cell lines, in which bidirectional ASE (flipping) was observed only
for 14% of the informative SNPs (69 SNPs out of 469 with twofold
ASE) (Pollard et al. 2008). The explanation for this discrepant
result may be that our study included a larger number of samples
and hence a larger number of informative SNPs, and employed
sensitive detection of ASE using the Infinium I assay. Obviously,
there could also be genuine differences in the gene expression
patterns between cultured lymphocytes and primary ALL cells.
The ASE-levels measured in our study showed a large variation
between individual ALL samples and between genes, from 1.4-
fold overexpression of one allele to apparent monoallelic expres-

Figure 5. Correlation between ASE and CpG site methylation. Comparison of ASE levels between
samples with low or high methylation levels (beta-value <0.25 or >0.75) and samples with interme-
diate methylation levels (beta-value 0.25–0.75) exemplified by three genes. ASE levels for DNAJC15 in
samples with low or high beta-values (n = 42) and intermediate beta-values (n = 20) at the CpG site
cg26288331 (unadjusted P = 5.7 � 10�7; permuted P = 2.0 � 10�4) (A), ZNF75A in samples with
low or high beta-values (n = 67) and intermediate beta-values (n = 9) at the CpG site cg05506643
(unadjusted P = 4.2 � 10�6; permuted P = 2.0 � 10�4) (B), and TSPO in samples with low or high
beta-values (n = 68) and intermediate beta-values (n = 7) at the CpG site cg06758027 (unadjusted
P = 5.4 � 10�5; permuted P = 8.0 � 10�4) (C).

Figure 4. Variation of ASE and CpG site methylation levels in genes with one-directional and bidi-
rectional ASE. (A) Bins of average absolute values for allele-specific expression of all genes (n = 400) are
shown on the x-axis, and the proportion of genes in each bin of ASE values are shown on the y-axis for
genes with one-directional (black bars) and bidirectional (gray bars) ASE. The graph illustrates signifi-
cantly larger ASE values in genes with bidirectional ASE than in genes with one-directional ASE
(P = 1.4 � 10�12). (B) The variation in CpG site methylation for all CpG sites (n = 1306) is shown on
the x-axis as bins of standard deviations (SD) for the methylation levels (beta-values from the Gold-
enGate assay) across samples for each individual CpG site. The proportion of CpG sites in each bin of
SDs shown on the y-axis were obtained by dividing the number of CpG sites in each bin by the total
number of CpG sites in genes with one-directional (black bars) and bidirectional (gray bars) ASE,
respectively. The graph shows that genes with bidirectional ASE according to data from 267 SNPs
display a larger variation in methylation levels than genes with one-directional ASE according to data
from 203 SNPs (P = 2.2 � 10�5).
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sion, which was indistinguishable from the allelic expression in
samples of homozygous genotype. We also noted that bidirec-
tional ASE was more prevalent among genes with high ASE-
levels, including the genes with apparent monoallelic expression.

In our study, we identified only two autosomal genes, PAX8
and OAS1, that exhibited consistent monoallelic expression in all
samples with ASE, while for most of the genes samples with mon-

allelic expression represented a minority. A recent study reported
that 10% of analyzed human autosomal genes (371 out of 3939
genes) show stable monoallelic expression in cultured clonal B-
lymphoblast cell lines (Gimelbrant et al. 2007). But this study
included a low number of samples and did not appear to recog-
nize the possibility of differential allelic expression. Conse-
quently, all genes with ASE might have been classified as being

Table 2. Differences in ASE-levels between CpG sites with intermediate or low/high methylation

Gene
symbola CpG siteb

Nc

Low/high
Median ASEe

Low/high
Nd

Intermediate
Median ASEf

Intermediate P-valueg
Permuted
P-valueh

FAM24B cg17560056 49 0.09 32 0.37 4.9E�08 2.0E�04
DNAJC15 cg26288331 42 0.17 20 0.35 5.7E�07 2.0E�04
ZNF75A cg13161844 66 0.03 10 0.25 3.0E�06 2.0E�04
ZNF75A cg05506643 67 0.03 9 0.24 4.2E�06 2.0E�04
TSPO cg06758027 68 0.03 7 0.18 5.4E�05 8.0E�04
ZNF75A cg04907193 68 0.03 8 0.25 8.9E�05 2.0E�04
ZNF274 cg16113200 57 0.03 11 0.15 1.1E�04 2.0E�04
ZNF667 cg05412820 58 0.03 8 0.37 1.6E�04 2.0E�04
FLJ10769 cg11955762 50 0.07 30 0.20 3.0E�04 1.2E�03
FAT cg17448665 38 0.08 11 0.47 3.4E�04 2.0E�04
BMP4 cg26240298 65 0.08 12 0.29 3.5E�04 2.0E�04
FAM24B cg04189241 56 0.15 25 0.37 3.9E�04 6.0E�04
ZNF667 cg18243335 61 0.03 5 0.37 4.5E�04 3.0E�03
MYOM2 cg05245209 47 0.09 3 0.31 5.6E�04 4.4E�03
RASAL1 cg12961697 48 0.06 4 0.35 5.7E�04 3.6E�03
AGAP1 cg18731507 55 0.08 9 0.23 1.4E�03 5.2E�03
FZD6 cg24442586 68 0.07 7 0.27 1.6E�03 2.0E�04
MYO10 cg26840270 35 0.08 10 0.27 2.0E�03 6.8E�03
ACY3 cg11096993 46 0.05 5 0.17 2.0E�03 2.8E�03
WFS1 cg06569272 87 0.08 6 0.38 2.1E�03 2.0E�04
HEBP1 cg04588079 77 0.11 3 0.37 2.3E�03 4.0E�04
MYO3A cg20746559 13 0.09 7 0.34 2.3E�03 1.1E�02
C5orf35 cg12654349 104 0.08 3 0.35 3.0E�03 2.0E�04
ZNF667 cg21290245 60 0.03 6 0.35 3.4E�03 2.2E�03
ZNF415 cg16250649 47 0.08 3 0.31 3.4E�03 9.6E�03
IRAK1 cg02258409 9 0.32 9 0.42 3.9E�03 3.1E�02
C5orf35 cg12311346 103 0.08 4 0.31 4.2E�03 6.0E�04
CCDC15 cg03298804 49 0.12 4 0.23 4.4E�03 2.2E�02
AGAP1 cg13253797 52 0.08 12 0.22 4.8E�03 1.2E�03
TSPO cg20491652 72 0.04 3 0.20 4.9E�03 1.3E�02
FZD6 cg02160804 69 0.07 6 0.21 5.4E�03 4.8E�03
PCLO cg27190496 56 0.08 3 0.32 6.2E�03 9.8E�03
HSPG2 cg01079163 111 0.08 4 0.27 7.1E�03 2.8E�03
MYOM2 cg25102683 36 0.08 14 0.21 7.4E�03 3.0E�03
CHST13 cg02122884 13 0.12 16 0.24 7.6E�03 2.5E�02
TCL1B cg01313424 66 0.09 14 0.23 7.7E�03 1.0E�02
TNFRSF11A cg23129163 49 0.09 3 0.25 9.2E�03 3.9E�02
ZNF462 cg27601046 77 0.08 4 0.35 1.2E�02 1.6E�02
ZNF667 cg08903932 62 0.03 4 0.37 2.1E�02 2.8E�03
C1GALT1C1 cg23503504 15 0.16 4 0.49 2.4E�02 8.8E�03
FXYD2 cg08702326 47 0.23 24 0.34 2.5E�02 1.7E�02
FGL2 cg08241295 33 0.15 4 0.29 3.3E�02 2.2E�02
FAT cg20367067 40 0.09 9 0.33 3.8E�02 1.5E�02
MYOM2 cg13428978 37 0.08 13 0.19 5.4E�02 1.1E�02
ZFP28 cg10589635 73 0.09 3 0.21 6.1E�02 1.5E�02
AGAP1 cg06885440 54 0.08 10 0.21 6.6E�02 8.8E�03
MYO3A cg01870539 16 0.11 4 0.38 7.4E�02 2.9E�02
LIG4 cg25810247 39 0.04 7 0.16 1.0E�01 1.1E�02
PLEKHG4B cg04494967 24 0.07 5 0.39 1.8E�01 1.2E�02
AYTL1 cg22393926 75 0.04 6 0.15 3.0E�01 4.3E�02

aGene symbol according to HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (http://www.genenames.org/).
bCpG site ID assigned by Illumina.
cNumber of individuals with ASE and low or high methylation levels (beta-value <0.25 or >0.75).
dNumber of individuals with ASE and intermediate methylation levels (beta-value between 0.25 and 0.75).
eMedian ASE-level for individuals with low or high methylation levels (beta-value <0.25 or >0.75).
fMedian ASE-level for individuals with intermediate methylation levels (beta-value between 0.25 and 0.75).
gP-value for the difference in ASE level between the groups of samples with intermediate and low or high methylation levels calculated using a one-sided
Mann-Whitney test.
hP-value computed by permuting the methylation groups and recalculating the median ASE levels 5000 times.
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monoallelically expressed in this study. It is technically difficult
to assign monoallelic expression to individual genes and samples
unequivocally, because the incidence of monoallelic expression
depends on the sensitivity of the genotyping method used for
detecting a minority allele and on the algorithm used for defin-
ing monoallelic expression. These technical differences between
our study and the study by Gimelbrant et al. (2007), who used
ASO hybridization on Affymetrix 500K SNP arrays for genotyping
are the likely reasons for the large differences in incidence of
monoallelic expression between the two studies.

To examine to what extent methylation causes ASE in the
ALL cells, we determined the methylation levels of 1306 CpG

sites in the promoter regions and first introns of the genes that
exhibited ASE in our ALL samples. Using three different ap-
proaches, we found a clear correlation between CpG site meth-
ylation and ASE. First, we observed a significantly larger variabil-
ity in methylation of CpG sites in promoter regions of the genes
that displayed bidirectional ASE. This finding suggests that bidi-
rectional ASE occurs as a consequence of CpG site methylation,
which is randomly distributed between the two chromosomes
and causes allele-specific silencing of the expression of one of the
alleles. We speculate that one-directional ASE could more com-
monly be caused by inherited regulatory polymorphisms that
affect binding of transcription factors or enhancers in an allele-
specific manner, although an early study on ASE also suggests
that bidirectional ASE could be caused by regulatory SNPs that
are not linked with the SNPs used to detect ASE (Pastinen et al.
2003). In our study only three known imprinted genes, ATP10A,
SLC22A18, and SPON2, exhibited bidirectional ASE, and surpris-
ingly, we did not observe monoallelic expression in all our ALL
samples for any of these genes. Expression of both alleles of im-
printed genes in a subset of the samples could possibly be due to
loss of imprinting in cancer cells as previously shown for the
IGF2 gene in ALL (Vorwerk et al. 2003). Second, we detected
higher levels of ASE for 35 genes with CpG sites that displayed
variation in methylation levels between the samples, which in-
dicates a quantitative correlation between ASE and CpG site
methylation. These genes include several genes, like FAM24B,
ZNF75A, ZNF274, ZNF667, FLJ10769, and FAT, for which little is
known about their functions, but also some genes that are inter-
esting because of their potential role in ALL. Silencing of
DNAJC15 by methylation has been associated with increased
chemotherapeutic resistance in ovarian cancer (Shridhar et al.
2001) and TSPO is the ligand for several anticancer agents (San-
tidrian et al. 2007) and has been shown to be overexpressed in
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) cells (Carayon et al. 1996).

Third, the quantitative data for ASE obtained by the In-
finium I assays and for the methylation levels of CpG sites by
genotyping of bisulfite-modified DNA by the Golden Gate assay
allowed detection of a direct quantitative correlation between
ASE and CpG site methylation in individual samples. This corre-
lation was particularly striking for the FAM24B gene, but also
evident for several other genes, including DLAT, ZNF667, DSC3,
C1GALT1C1, and IFG2BP3. DSC3 is a member of the cadherin
superfamily of cell adhesion molecules and has been shown to be
silenced by aberrant DNA methylation in primary breast tumor
specimens (Oshiro et al. 2005). Considering that we included
only 1500 CpG sites out of the total 50,000 CpG sites in the

Figure 6. Correlation between ASE levels and CpG site methylation levels for the FAM24B gene in individual samples. (A) The methylation levels of
the CpG site cg17560056 (red dots, left y-axis) and the absolute values for the ASE-levels (SNP rs1891110) (black dots, right y-axis) for FAM24B in
individual heterozygous samples listed on the horizontal axis (n = 81). (B) The ASE-levels (y-axis) plotted against the methylation levels (x-axis) for
FAM24B (black dots). The regression curve (R = 0.7; permuted P = 2.0 � 10�4) fitted to these data points is shown in red.

Table 3. Correlation between ASE-levels and beta-values for 24
genes

Gene
symbola SNP CpG siteb Nc Correlationd P-valuee

DLAT rs2303436 cg08807423 69 0.84 2.0E�04
ZNF667f rs3760849 cg05412820 66 0.77 2.0E�04
FAM24Bf rs1891110 cg17560056 81 0.70 2.0E�04
DSC3 rs276937 cg16172586 18 0.67 2.6E�03
C1GALT1C1f rs17261572 cg23503504 19 0.65 4.2E�03
IGF2BP3 rs274018 cg08939418 63 0.61 4.0E�04
NT5C3L rs1046403 cg20967227 68 0.56 2.0E�04
ZNF311 rs6456880 cg25875404 45 0.56 1.0E�03
ZNF274f rs7256349 cg16113200 68 0.55 2.0E�04
FLJ10769f rs11551105 cg11955762 38 0.52 8.0E�04
SLC7A3 rs6525447 cg03171119 14 0.51 2.8E�02
BMP4f rs17563 cg26240298 77 0.50 4.0E�04
FATf rs328418 cg20367067 29 0.49 5.8E�03
STK33 rs3751096 cg00393798 39 0.49 6.2E�03
THSD7A rs2285744 cg07431898 44 0.46 3.0E�03
TSPOf rs6971 cg13392232 75 0.45 2.0E�04
MYO3Af rs1999240 cg01870539 20 0.45 3.1E�02
C5orf35f rs2257505 cg12311346 62 0.44 2.0E�04
WFS1f rs1801212 cg22794485 69 0.43 1.8E�03
AS3MT rs11191439 cg09271861 36 0.43 9.4E�03
CHST13f rs1056522 cg02122884 29 0.42 1.1E�02
VWA2 rs597371 cg06106025 31 0.42 1.8E�02
MAGEF1 rs10937187 cg01730653 49 0.42 3.4E�03
SDC2 rs1042381 cg07221251 49 0.41 1.3E�02

aGene symbol according to HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee
(http://www.genenames.org/).
bCpG site ID assigned by Illumina.
cNumber of individuals with ASE.
dPearson’s correlation coefficient.
eP-value for the correlation by permuting the beta-values 5000 times.
fGenes with positive correlations between ASE levels and variability in
methylation levels from Table 2.
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promoters and first introns of the genes for which we detected
ASE in the ALL cells, it can be expected that the expression of
additional genes may be regulated in allele-specific manner by
methylation of CpG sites.

We conclude that the identification of a large set of genes
that exhibit ASE in primary ALL cells and identification of a
subset of these genes for which gene expression seems to be regu-
lated by methylation opens up new perspectives for more de-
tailed studies on the molecular events that lead to ALL and affect
the response to therapy and clinical outcome in patients with
ALL.

Methods

Patients and samples
This study included bone marrow or peripheral blood samples
from 197 children diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia
at centers for pediatric oncology in the five Nordic countries and
enrolled on the Nordic Society of Pediatric Hematology and On-
cology (NOPHO) ALL 1992 or NOPHO ALL 2000 treatment
protocol during 1998–2006 (Gustafsson et al. 2000). The distri-
bution of samples between the five Nordic countries was: Swe-
den, n = 109; Denmark, n = 36; Norway, n = 29; Finland, n = 17;
and Iceland, n = 6. The median age of the patients was 5.3 yr,
range 0.1–17.7, and 165 of them were of B-cell precursor and
29 of T-cell phenotype (three were difficult to classify). Samples
were collected in heparinized tubes prior to treatment and
shipped to the laboratory in Uppsala within 24–36 h. Leukemic
cells were isolated from the samples by 1.077 g/mL Ficoll-
Isopaque (Pharmacia) density-gradient centrifugation. The pro-
portion of leukemic cells was estimated on May-Grünwald-
Giemsa-stained cytocentrifugate preparations, using light mi-
croscopy. The cell samples selected for analysis contained at least
90% lymphoblasts after separation. Pellets of 2–10 million cells
were immediately frozen and stored at �70°C in established tis-
sue banks at Uppsala University Hospital following institutional
guidelines.

DNA and RNA extraction
DNA and RNA was extracted from samples with 2–10 million
cells using the AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen), including
the optional on-column DNase digestion step using the RNase-
Free DNase Set (Qiagen) to ensure complete removal of carry over
DNA from the RNA samples. Absence of DNA in the RNA samples
was verified by PCR amplification of at least 100 ng of RNA with
intragenic primers for the GAPDH gene. The DNA and RNA
samples were quantified using the NanoDrop ND-1000 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies) and the integrity
of the RNA was examined by capillary electrophoresis with a
Bioanalyzer using RNA 6000 Nano Labchips (Agilent). For the
pure and intact samples 1 µg of RNA was reverse transcribed into
double stranded cDNA using the Illumina TotalPrep RNA Ampli-
fication kit (Ambion) stopping after the double stranded cDNA
purification step and stored at �70°C.

Genotyping
Allele-specific gene expression levels were measured by genotyp-
ing 13,917 SNPs in DNA and RNA (cDNA) from the patient cells
using the Infinium I assay (Gunderson et al. 2005) and Hu-
manNS-12 BeadChip (Illumina). The NS-12 BeadChips contain
over 11,000 SNPs in annotated exons and untranslated mRNA
regions of 6310 genes, which were all known SNPs with a minor
allele frequency >1% at the time when the original BeadChip was

designed (Evans et al. 2008). In addition to the genome-wide
coverage of SNPs in coding regions of genes, the BeadChips con-
tain about 2000 SNPs in introns and flanking regions of genes.
Reagents and protocols supplied by the manufacturer were used
throughout the genotyping process. The format of the NS-12
BeadChips allowed genotyping of triplicate DNA and RNA
samples from two cell samples per BeadChip. An equivalent of
one-fourth of the reverse transcribed RNA (1 µg of RNA) or 250
ng of genomic DNA from each sample were processed according
to standard Infinium protocols. In brief, DNA was amplified by
whole-genome amplification and fragmented to several hundred
bases by enzymatic digestion. Purified DNA was resuspended
in hybridization buffer, denatured, and hybridized to the Hu-
man NS-12 BeadChip overnight at 48°C, After an overnight hy-
bridization, the BeadChips were assembled into a Te Flow
Through Chamber (Illumina) followed by washing, allele-specific
primer extension with biotinylated dNTPs, and streptavidin-
phycoerythrin sandwich staining (Gunderson et al. 2005). The
BeadChips were then washed with low salt wash buffer, coated
with a protective agent, and imaged on an Illumina BeadStation
GX scanner.

Interpretation of genotyping data
The raw fluorescence signal intensities measured from the Bead-
Chips were analyzed using the BeadStudio software (Illumina).
The cluster file supplied by Illumina was initially used for geno-
type assignment, followed by manual adjustment of the clusters.
The average genotype call rate was 96% in the DNA samples. RNA
samples with a total fluorescence signal intensity (A1 + A2) be-
low 600 were considered not to be expressed in the cells and were
excluded from further analysis. The statistical significance for the
difference in the allele fraction [A1/(A1 + A2)] in RNA compared
to that in DNA was tested with the limma software (Smyth et al.
2005), which applies linear models and empirical Bayes methods
to assess differential gene expression (Smyth 2004). The signifi-
cance threshold for scoring ASE was set to P < 0.001. After apply-
ing these automatic filters, genes flagged with ASE were again
inspected visually in BeadStudio, after which 3531 SNPs were
finally scored for ASE analysis and all samples passed the quality
control. The frequency of ASE scored in ALL samples from the
five Nordic countries was similar.

Quantitative sequencing
DNA fragments spanning nine SNPs in nine genes (ARSA, BZRP,
DLAT, FAAH, FLJ10769, LGALS8, NKAIN4, OAS1, and RNF168)
from the NS-12 BeadChip were amplified by PCR from genomic
DNA and RNA (cDNA) from eight ALL cell samples. The same
primers were used for each SNP for genomic DNA and RNA, ex-
cept for ARSA and NKAIN4 where the SNP was located close to an
exon/intron boundary. The PCR products were sequenced using
BigDye Terminator v3.1 chemistry and an Applied Biosystems
3730XL DNA sequencer. The success rate of sequencing was 97%.
The sequence traces were analyzed using the “Peak Picker” soft-
ware specifically developed for quantitative determination of
allelic expression levels (Ge et al. 2005). The normalized allele
ratios in RNA determined by the PeakPicker software were con-
verted to ASE levels, which were compared with the correspond-
ing ASE levels measured in the same samples using the NS-12
genotyping BeadChips.

Analysis of DNA methylation
A custom designed GoldenGate methylation analysis panel (Illu-
mina) including 1536 CpG sites was used for the analysis of the
CpG sites upstream or in the first intron of 386 of the genes with
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ASE. On average 3.7 CpG sites were selected per gene. Between
600 and 750 ng of DNA from the cell samples was treated with
sodium bisulfite using reagents and protocols from the EZ-96
DNA Methylation Kit (Zymo Research). The DNA samples were
first chemically denatured followed by overnight (16h) incuba-
tion in sodium bisulfite reagent at 50°C, which converts unmeth-
ylated cytosines into uracils. After this treatment, the samples
were incubated at 4°C for 10 min and then purified with a desul-
fonation reagent and a clean-up reagent in reaction columns. A
whole-genome amplified (WGA) DNA sample, where methylated
C-residues are not replicated and the CpG sites remain unmeth-
ylated was used as a negative control for the bisulfite treatment
and subsequent genotyping procedure. A DNA sample treated
with SssI methyltransferase to methylate all CpG sites was used as
a positive control for the methylation assay.

After bisulfite treatment of the DNA samples, the cytosines
in the CpG sites were genotyped as C/T polymorphisms. The
GoldenGate assay uses two allele-specific oligonucleotides and
two locus-specific oligonucleotides for each CpG site. Briefly, the
bisulfite treated DNA was biotinylated and immobilized on para-
magnetic beads. The allele- and locus-specific oligonucleotides
were hybridized to the immobilized DNA, the allele-specific
primers were extended with dNTPs and the extension products
were ligated to the locus-specific oligonucleotides according to
protocols from Illumina. The DNA templates created by primer
extension and ligation were amplified by PCR with fluorescently
labeled universal primers complementary to sequences in the
allele- and locus-specific oligonucleotides. The subsequent steps
are identical to those for the standard GoldenGate genotyping
assay (Shen et al. 2005). The fluorescence signals were measured
from the BeadArrays using an Illumina BeadStation GX scanner.
The fluorescence data were then analyzed using the BeadStudio
software (Illumina). The software assigns a beta-value for each
CpG site, which corresponds to the ratio between the fluores-
cence signal from the methylated allele (C) and the sum of the
fluorescent signals of the methylated (C) and unmethylated (T)
alleles (Bibikova et al. 2006).

CpG sites with a detection P-value above 0.05 in more than
50 samples according to the BeadStudio software, which indi-
cates a less robust signal, were excluded from further analysis
(n = 230), leaving 1306 CpG sites for the final analysis of the 197
samples. The unmethylated WGA-sample that served as a nega-
tive control had a median beta-value of 0.07 across all CpG sites
and the methylated SssI methyltransferase-treated DNA sample
that served as positive control for the assay had a median beta-
value of 0.80 across all CpG sites, with detection P-values below
0.05.

Statistical analyses
The quality controlled genotype and methylation data from
BeadStudio (Illumina) were further exported as text files for
analysis in Microsoft Excel or using the R-software package (The
R Development Core Team 2008; http://www.r-project.org). The
significance of the difference in the allele fraction in RNA com-
pared to that in DNA was determined using the limma software
(Smyth et al. 2005). Genes with ASE were examined for biologi-
cally relevant associations using the WebGestalt (Zhang et al.
2005) tool (http://genereg.ornl.gov/webgestalt/). Kyoto Encyclo-
pedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways were assessed for
enrichment of genes with ASE using a hypergeometric test to
compare the proportion of genes with ASE with the proportion of
genes that were classified as informative by RNA genotyping with
the NS-12 BeadChips.

Correlations between ASE and CpG site methylation were

assessed by linear regression using Pearson’s correlation. P-values
for the correlation were computed by permuting the beta-values
5000 times. A one-sided Mann-Whitney test, where the median
ASE values for samples with beta-values of <0.25 or >0.75 (“low/
high”) were compared to median ASE values for samples with
beta-values 0.25–0.75 (“intermediate”). Adjusted P-values were
computed by permuting the methylation groups and recalculat-
ing the median ASE-levels 5000 times. Fisher’s exact test was used
to compare the number of genes with absolute ASE-values � 0.25
in the groups of genes with one- and bidirectional ASE. To com-
pare the variation in methylation levels between genes with one-
and bidirectional ASE, the samples were grouped according to
“low/high” and “intermediate” methylation levels as above. The
genes were then divided into groups based on the methylation
status for the majority of the samples with ASE. Fisher’s exact test
was used to compare the number of genes with “intermediate,”
i.e., more variable methylation levels, between the groups of
genes with one- and bidirectional ASE.
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